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              Our Spaces

            

            One venue, many personalities

Just 10 minutes from Central London and a short journey from North Greenwich underground, The Valley at Charlton Athletic FC offers a spectacular events venue.

More than just an iconic matchday destination, we host everything from fairytale weddings to international conferences.

Each reception space, lounge and meeting room has its own style, but all are infused with the character and atmosphere of a historic stadium.
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            The North Stand

          

        
          Large flexible space

With a standing capacity of up to 1000 guests, panoramic stadium scenery and an exclusive reception area, this truly is a statement space.

Natural light fills the room by day, while by night you can enjoy floodlit pitch views or black out the windows for dramatic effect. The large chef-level kitchen makes it ideal for dry-hire events.



          
                          
  Cabaret: 450 Guests



                          
  Theatre: 700 Guests



                          
  Standing reception: 1000 Guests
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            CLUB 1905

          

        
          Offering sleek décor and panoramic stadium views

Club 1905 is the jewel in our West Stand. Previously known as the Millennium Lounge, this versatile space can be partitioned for smaller events or extended into the Centre Circle Lounge for larger celebrations.



          
                          
  Cabaret: 120 Guests



                          
  Theatre: 150 Guests



                          
  Dinner: 150 Guests
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            Vista Lounge & Restaurant

          

        
          Minimalist elegance is what really sets our Vista Lounge apart

A split-level restaurant & bar overlooking Canary Wharf, it is ideal for corporate events, afternoon teas or chic gatherings.

The choice of banquette and window seating means that guests can mingle in comfort or slip cocktails while enjoying the view. Neutral decor, a tasteful bar area and wall-mounted TVs make this a stylish space for a PR or networking event.



          
                          
  Standing Reception: 150 Guests
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            Keith Peacock Lounge

          

        
          Named after a Charlton Athletic footballing legend

The Keith Peacock Lounge is a versatile corporate event space based in our West Stand. Ideal for formal meetings, networking events or talks, a branded glass partition lets you separate meeting and catering areas if needed. Plus a connecting door to the Keith Peacock Suite means that you can extend your event into a different space.



          
                          
  Cabaret: 60 Guests



                          
  Theatre: 50 Guests



                          
  Standing Reception: 70 Guests
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            Charlton TV Lounge

          

        
          Previously known as the Royal Greenwich Suite

The CharltonTV Lounge is based in our West Stand. This space is ideal for smaller meetings or gatherings, or could serve as a breakout room for the connecting Keith Peacock Lounge / Suite.



          
                          
  Cabaret: 60 Guests



                          
  Theatre: 50 Guests



                          
  Dinner: 50 Guests



                          
  Standing Reception: 70 Guests
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    Unique Spaces

  

      
           Executive Box Hire

          

      
    Looking for something a little bit different for your next business meeting, dinner or celebration? Our 14 executive boxes offer unique spaces for brainstorming, networking and socialising.

Each exclusive box features stunning views of the stadium and Addick’s pitch. All include a plasma TV, cosy heating and free WiFi. Meeting or dining tables are available, or we can create a more relaxed vibe for a birthday or reunion.   

We offer four corporate boxes in our West Stand and 10 in our East Stand, all hosting up to 10 guests, with our largest box holding up to 20 guests. Make sure to ask us about our daily delegate rate packages.
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The Valley

Floyd Road

London
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